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Horizontal coordinate information is referenced to the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83).
Elevation, as used in this report, refers to distance above the vertical datum. 
Introduction
Hurricane Maria made landfall south of Yabucoa Harbor, Puerto Rico ( fig. 1 ) as a category 4 hurricane on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (table 1) with maximum sustained winds of 155 miles per hour (mi/h) on September 20, 2017 (Pasch and others, 2018) . The hurricane passed over the mountains, weakened, and exited the island the same day near the Isabela Municipality as a category 3 hurricane with maximum sustained winds of 115 mi/h. Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (St. Thomas, St. Croix, and St. John) sustained catastrophic damage because of the high winds, storm tide, flooding, and precipitation. Prior to Hurricane Maria landfall, Hurricane Irma skirted the coast of the islands on September 7, 2017, as a category 5 hurricane with maximum sustained winds of 185 mi/h (Cangialosi and others, 2018) , causing 55 percent of the 3.3 million people living in Puerto Rico (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017) and 100 percent of the 106,000 people living in the U.S. Virgin Islands (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010) to lose electrical power (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017). Hurricane Maria devastated much of the remaining electrical grid, leaving most of the islands without electricity. As of February 2018, power had been restored to 70 percent of Puerto Rico and 100 percent of the U.S. Virgin Islands (U.S. Department of Energy, 2018). On August 14, 2018, the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority announced power was restored to 100 percent of Puerto Rico (Autoridad de Energía Eléctrica, 2018) .
In advance of landfall of Hurricane Maria, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in cooperation with the Federal Emergency Management Agency, deployed a temporary monitoring network of water-level sensors and barometric pressure sensors at 13 locations along the Puerto Rico coast to record the timing, areal extent, and magnitude of hurricane-generated storm tide and coastal flooding ( fig. 2) . The deployment of Hurricane Maria water-level sensors was completed as part of a coordinated Federal emergency response as outlined by the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5121 et seq.) under a directed mission assignment by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Storm tide is the water-level rise above the astronomical tide during a coastal storm. As noted by Frantz and others (2017) , these data are used to improve the performance of storm-tide models used to predict the maximum and incremental water levels and flood extent; these models also predict the site-specific effects of storm tide and flooding on natural and anthropogenic features of the environment.
The permanent USGS monitoring network of real-time streamgages, precipitation stations, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) tide-gages in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands relayed data hourly for display on the USGS Flood Event Viewer (https://stn.wim.usgs.gov/FEV/#MariaSeptember2017) and in the National Water Information System (NWIS; U.S. Geological Survey, 2016; NOAA, 2017) . These real-time data provided emergency managers and responders with critical information for identifying flood-affected areas and accurately directing assistance to affected communities.
Hurricane Maria Storm Tide, Flood Monitoring, and Precipitation
Water-level sensors were placed at sites in Puerto Rico selected to augment existing tide-gage networks and to ensure adequate monitoring in areas forecast to have substantial storm tide. A total of 13 water-level sensors and seven barometric pressure sensors were deployed at 13 sites on September 18, 2017, two days before hurricane landfall ( fig. 2, table 2) . The water-level and barometric pressure sensors were programmed to record atmospheric pressure data, in pounds per square inch, at 30-second intervals beginning at 0600 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) on September 19 through 1800 GMT on September 26. Two water-level sensors were destroyed during the storm. A typical sensor installation is shown in figure 3 .
The water-level and barometric pressure sensor data were collected and processed following protocols established by McGee and others (2006) and McCallum and others (2012) . In order to compute the storm-tide time-series datasets in feet above the Puerto Rico Vertical Datum of 2002 (PRVD02) at each site, a post-processing script was used to correct the water-level sensor data for barometric pressure and salinity, and to adjust the data to the elevation of the respective reference point. The script also filtered the water-level data to determine the peak storm tide using the method described in Frantz and others (2017) . An example of the water-level data, barometric pressure data, and selected maximum storm-tide elevation are shown in figure 4 .
Several permanent USGS real-time streamgages and precipitation stations were destroyed or malfunctioned because of the hurricane-force winds and flooding associated with Hurricane Irma and Hurricane Maria. High flows associated with the hurricanes potentially altered the channel geometry of many rivers, thereby altering the hydraulic rating curves used to estimate river discharge. The USGS conducted direct discharge measurements, indirect discharge measurements (Matthai, 1967) , and step backwater analyses (Davidian, 1976) in Puerto Rico in the months following the hurricane to guide development of new rating curves appropriate to post-hurricane hydraulic conditions. The top priorities of the USGS, following the hurricane, were retrieving the water-level sensors, repairing the permanent gages, making discharge measurements, and flagging high-water marks.
Progress to repair and rebuild the sites was hampered by flooded roadways, fuel shortages, collapsed bridges, shortage of construction material, equipment, power outages, and mudslides ( fig. 5 ). Assistance from USGS personnel in the contiguous United States was delayed more than a week after the hurricane because of limited commercial flights (Federal Aviation Administration, 2017). In total, 181 coastal and riverine high-water marks (HWMs) located in Puerto Rico were recovered and surveyed following the techniques described in Koenig and others (2016) . The high-water mark and storm-tide sensor data were disseminated on the USGS Flood Event Viewer website (https://stn.wim.usgs.gov/FEV/#MariaSeptember2017).
Elevation Surveys
National Geodetic Survey (NGS) benchmarks were used to determine vertical control at permanent and storm-tide monitoring stations throughout the study area. At the majority of the sites, survey-grade Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) equipment ( fig. 6 ) was used to determine the elevation above PRVD02 of the reference points and HWMs, in accordance with USGS technical guidance (Rydlund and Densmore, 2012) ; all GNSS-determined elevations in this report were derived using the GEOID12A model (NGS, 2017) . Vertical control was established on permanent objects near the stations to convert the recorded water-surface elevations to the PRVD02 datum. The survey uncertainty was calculated using the methods described in Rydlund and Densmore (2012) . At the storm-tide stations, graduated steel tapes were used to relate the elevations of the reference points to those of the water-level sensors.
Data Presentation
The data from the Hurricane Maria storm-tide network are available in tab-delimited, American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) format and Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) format by site for each sensor from the USGS Flood Event Viewer (https://stn.wim.usgs. gov/FEV/#MariaSeptember2017). Digital photographs for selected locations are available on the viewer. Data for each sensor include location, date, time, water level, and barometric pressure. Data for HWMs include location, description and quality of the mark, and elevation.
The peak storm tide was recorded at 11 water-level sensors (table 2). All HWM data collected by the USGS immediately after Hurricane Maria are listed in table 3. The survey uncertainty for the water-level sensors and high-water mark elevations is reported in tables 2 and 3, respectively. The peak riverine stage was recorded at 70 permanent stations (table 4); 24 canal and lake station peaks were excluded from this report. Some data are considered provisional, as denoted by an asterisk, until they receive a formal review by the USGS. Peak storm-tide data also were compiled for 8 of 13 functioning NOAA tide-gages, which have instrumentation to measure coastal water levels located in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (table 5; NOAA, 2017). Precipitation was recorded at 17 permanent stations (table 6). The data from Hurricane Maria storm-tide network are available in tab-delimited, ASCII format and Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) format by site for each sensor through the USGS Flood Event Viewer. The peak storm tide was recorded at 11 water-level sensors, and the peak riverine stage was recorded at 70 permanent stations. Peak storm-tide data also were compiled for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration tide-gages, which have instrumentation to measure coastal water levels located in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Precipitation was recorded at 17 permanent stations.
